
Travel from airport to Potsdam Main Station (Hauptbahnhof) 

Source: http://www.fahrinfo-berlin.de/Fahrinfo/bin/query.bin/en?ld=0.1& 

 

From Berlin Tegel airport (TXL):  

- Bus 109 to Station Charlottenburg (every 10 minutes) 
- From Charlottenburg, take either regional trains RE1 (direction Brandenburg, 2x per hour) or  

RB22 (direction Schönefeld airport, 1x per hour) to Potsdam Hauptbahnhof; or take S7 to its end 
station Wannsee (cross platform at Wannsee to change to S1 to Potsdam HBf; connection every 
10 minutes) 

Total travel time 40-60 minutes depending on connection. Buy a ticket “Berlin ABC” (3,20 euro) 

 

From Berlin Schönefeld airport (SXF): 

- Fastest and most convenient connection: direct regional train RB22 (direction Berlin 
Friedrichstrasse) leaves hourly at xx:02 (buy a Berlin BC ticket for E 2,90). Train takes 40 minutes.  

- Other connections on the website above (involving several changes and more than 1:15 travel 
time) 

 

 

Reaching GFZ from Potsdam Main Station  

- Bus 691 runs in the morning / afternoon rush hours. It leaves from the last platform of the bus 
station in front of Potsdam main station (south exit). If you just arrived from somewhere else, 
your Berlin (A)BC ticket will still be valid on this leg, otherwise buy a ticket on the bus 
(“Kurzstrecke”). 

- 15 minutes walk. Cross bus station, Friedrich Engels Strasse (traffic light) and Heinrich Mann 
Allee (traffic light). Shortcut to start of Albert Einstein Strasse over a cobbled parking lot. Follow 
Albert Einstein Strasse uphill, last part through the forest, until entrance gate of 
“Wissenschaftspark Albert Einstein”, on which GFZ is located. Signs will direct to house H where 
the workshop takes place. See also map below. 

 

 

  

http://www.fahrinfo-berlin.de/Fahrinfo/bin/query.bin/en?ld=0.1&�


Reaching Mercure hotel from Potsdam Main Station  

- 5 minutes walk. Exit station through “Bahnhofspassage” in westerly direction. Evt take tram one 
stop from “Lange Brücke” (in front of west exit of station). See map for locations. 

 

  



Dinner at Wiener Café,  Luisenplatz  

 

 

Reaching Wiener Café from Potsdam Main Station 

Every few minutes a direct bus or tram leaves to Luisenplatz Süd or Luisenplatz Ost. Travel time 12-13 
minutes:  

To Luisenplatz Süd:  

- Bus 605 direction Potsdam, Wissenschaftspark Golm; dep. 18:05,  arrival 18:13; walk 
- Alternative departures: Bus 631 dep 18:10, Bus 606 dep 18:17, Bus 605 dep 18:25, Bus 631 dep 

18:30, Bus 606 dep 18:37 

To Luisenplatz Ost: 

- Bus 612 direction: Neu Töplitz, Wendeplatz; dep. 18:13, arr. 18:20; walk 
- Alternative departures: Bus 614 dep 18:16 

Ticket on the bus: “Kurzstrecke”,  1,30 euro 


